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Abstract. Access to long-run historical data in the field of social sci-
ences, economics and political sciences has been identified as one nec-
essary condition to understand the dynamics of the past and the way
those dynamics structure our present and future. Financial yearbooks
are historical records reporting on information about the companies of
stock exchanges. This paper concentrates on the description of the key
components that implement a financial information extraction system
from financial yearbooks. The proposed system consists in three steps:
OCR, linked named entities extraction, active learning. The core of the
system is related to linked named entities extraction (LNE). LNE are
coherent n-tuple of named entities describing high level semantic infor-
mation. In this respect we developed, tested and compared a CRF and a
hybrid RNN/CRF based system. Active learning allows to cope with the
lack of annotated data for training the system. Promising performance
results are reported on two yearbooks (the French Desfossé yearbook
(1962) and the German Handbuch (1914-15)) and for two LNE extrac-
tion tasks: capital information of companies and constitution information
of companies.

Keywords: Linked named entities extraction · Active learning · CRF ·
String embedding.

1 Introduction

Access to long-run historical data in the field of social sciences, economics and
political sciences has been identified as one necessary condition to understand
the dynamics of the past and the way those dynamics structure our present and
future. In this context, the EURHISFIRM project has been founded by the EU
to develop a Research Infrastructure with a focal point on the integration of
financial and corporate governance historical information of firms. During its
design phase, one of the objectives of EURHISFIRM is to design and develop
an intelligent and collaborative system for the extraction and enrichment of
data from historical paper sources such as yearbooks and price lists that were
published over years in the many European stock exchanges.
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In this paper, we focus on the processing of yearbooks. Figure 1 shows two ex-
amples of such documents, one German (GR) and one French (FR). These yearly
publications were intended to provide updated information about the companies
of the stock exchanges, including their name, date of creation, financial status,
governing board members, headquarters address, branch address, financial in-
formation such as capital amount, date and amount of capital increase, balance
sheet of the year including assets and liabilities, etc... As shown on these two
examples, Yearbooks have mostly textual contents organised in specific sections,
on the contrary of prices lists that contain tabular data. As a consequence,
extracting information from yearbooks requires the design of a general named
entity extraction system from OCRed yearbooks. This represents a real complex
challenge related to document image segmentation, optical character recognition
(OCR) and linked named entity recognition (NER).

This paper concentrates on the description of a key component of the EU-
RHISFIRM platform that implements a financial information extraction system
from Yearbooks. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 gives
a brief overview of related works. The system architecture is then described in
section 3. Section 4 emphasises on the key component of the system: the Linked
Financial Named Entities (LFNE) extraction. In this purpose we study a Con-
ditional Random Field (CRF) based approach and a hybrid recurrent Neural
Networks / CRF (RNN-CRF) based approach. Then, in section 5, we report
on the system performance on two specific sections of the two Yearbooks under
study. We also analyse the system’s performance when introducing an active
learning strategy in order to cope with the lack of annotated training data.

2 Related work

Information Extraction (IE) from born digital texts has been extensively stud-
ied in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP), notably through the
well known Message Understanding Conferences (MUC) that were organised
from 1987 to 1997. In 1995, the first competition on Named Entity Recognition
(NER) was introduced during MUC-63. Since 1999, the yearly conference on
Natural Language Learning (CoNLL) covers a large framework of topics about
NLP, mostly through machine learning approaches. Information extraction from
scanned documents has been by fare much less studied. The contributions in this
respect have concentrated on analysing the performance degradation caused by
OCR errors [9]. While some studies have been carried out on synthetic data
by introducing character errors generated randomly, most recent studies have
been motivated by digitisation projects of historical documents so as to enhance
search performance and offering high level semantic indexing and search. In gen-
eral, OCR quality is erratic on historical documents and there is a tendency
for unusual non-alphabetic characters to appear. In addition, the OCR system
has problems with layout and is frequently unable to distinguish marginal notes
from the main body of the text, giving rise to discontinuous sequences of words

3 https://cs.nyu.edu/faculty/grishman/muc6.html
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Samples of (a) French yearbook ”Annuaire Desfossés, 1962”, (b) German year-
book ”handbuch, 1914/1915”.

which can confound a NER system. In [2] the authors investigate person and
place names recognition in digitised records of proceedings of the British par-
liament. The experiments show better recognition for person names (F=0.75)
than for location names (F=0.66). This may be explained by the fact that per-
son name recognition is more dependent on finding patterns in the text while
location name recognition is more dependent on gazetteer resources. In [10] the
authors focus on full name extraction on a corpus composed of 12 titles spanning
a diverse range of printed historical documents with relevance to genealogy and
family history research.The results show a certain correlation between WER and
F-measure of the NER systems. From the analysis of errors the authors conclude
that word order errors play a bigger role in extraction errors than do character
recognition errors, which seems reasonable as extraction systems intensively ex-
ploit contextual word neighbours information. [12] evaluate the efficacy of some
available tools for accurately extracting semantic entities that could be used for
automatically tagging and classifying documents by using uncorrected OCR out-
puts from OCRopus and tesseract. The test data came from the Wiener Library,
London, and King’s College London’s Serving Soldier archive. Performance of
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NER were on overall lower than those reported in the literature due to the
difference of the data sets generally used to train and test NER systems. The
authors suggest that automatically extracted entities should be validated using
controlled vocabularies or other kinds of domain knowledge in order to circum-
vent the variability in spelling these entities in general. In [4] the authors analyse
the performance of the stanford NER [7] on a snapshot of the Trove4 newspaper
collection at the National Library of Australia (NLA). The results show that
the pre-trained Stanford NER performs slightly better (F1-score = 0.71) that
the trained Stanford NER (F1-score = 0.67) considering location, person and
organisation names. All of these studies have considered Named Entity recogni-
tion as a post-processing stage to OCR and they show that NER performance
is affected by the OCR errors, mostly word errors. Toledo et al. [14] proposed
a standalone architecture, that integrates image analysis through a CNN and
a BLSTM neural network for extracting family names and other entities from
Spanish medieval handwritten birth records. This architecture is not affected by
the accumulation of errors of the traditional methods. This approach shows ex-
cellent performance on named entity extraction but requires a preliminary word
segmentation stage to operate, which remains a limitation.

We have seen in this literature review that most NER tasks applied on docu-
ment images have considered OCR prior to NER. We now need to give a brief but
specific overview of the NER literature. Named entity recognition approaches can
be categorised into three main groups of approaches; 1) rule based approaches[15]
2) statistical approaches[1, 6] 3) mixed rule-based / statistical approaches [14].
The rule-based approaches were used in early NER systems where entity features
were specified in advance by domain experts. These approaches are not flexible
towards inter-entity and intra-entity ambiguities (confusions). They are known
to provide a good precision but generally with a low recall. Besides they require
a lot of human efforts to be developed as each rule is designed manually [15].

Several statistical models have been applied for NER. We can classify them
in two main groups; 1) traditional statistical models 2) neural networks models.
Among the various statistical models proposed in the literature such as Support
Vector Machines or Hidden Markov Models, CRF[8] have emerged as the state
of the art approaches. For any of these models, one needs to define handcrafted
features that describe the syntactic and semantic nature of the entities to be
extracted in the text, before training the model on a sufficient amount of anno-
tated data. More recently, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) coupled with CRF
have emerged as the new state of art architecture for NER [6]. Indeed, Recurrent
Neural Networks allow training word embeddings with unannotated data, which
then serve as efficient features for the NER task. Word embeddings however
have some limitations as they are average representations of word’s context in
the training dataset, and they do not capture the specific context in which a
word occur in a specific sentence. Besides, out of vocabulary words cannot be
associated to relevant embedding as they do not pertain to the training dataset.
To circumvent these limitations Akbik et al.[1] introduced the concept of string

4 http://trove.nla.gov.au/
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embedding which capture the left and right context of characters in texts, making
the system free of any dictionary. Moreover, string embedding allow the design
of dynamic word embeddings, where a word receives an embedding depending
on its specific context within the sentence under study. A word may gets dif-
ferent embeddings when occurring in different contexts. In 2018, this approach
achieved new state of art results on the CoNLL2003 NER data set.

3 System architecture

Financial Yearbooks contain structured information about companies which are
organised in sections. sections are paragraphs or groups of paragraphs that report
on some specific financial information related to a company. A section sometimes
brings the actual composition of the governing board through a list of persons,
while sometimes it brings some values of some financial indicators such as the
capital of the company with the value of shares and the number of shares that
compose the capital. Moreover, some sections also report on the evolution of
these indicators over years. These historical records on these financial indicators
are of particular interest for experts as they would bring access to long run
financial time series to be analysed. Figure 2 gives one example page of the
French Desfossé 1962 yearbook (left) and of the German Handbuch 1914-15
(right).

Fig. 2. Section structure of the two yearbooks, the French Desfossé 1962 (left) and the
German handbuch 1914-15 (right).

We can see that for any of these sources, sections (highlighted in color rect-
angles) start with a bold title that identifies the type of the section, then the
text of the section is running over one single or multiple paragraphs. In these
examples we can notice that some sections of the German yearbook may run
one after the other within a single paragraph, whereas sections of the French
yearbook always start with a new paragraph. In the same way, a description
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of a company always start with a new page of the French Yearbooks, whereas
multiple companies can occur within a single page of the German yearbook.It is
to be noticed that every sections do not contain information of similar interest
for scientific financial research, and that each yearbook is reporting financial
information in different ways. However there are some stable information which
any yearbook is reporting. Among the most important ones we can mention the
following section types : Founded, Purpose, Governing Board, Capital, Balance
Sheets, Fiscal Year. Through these examples we can also notice that sections
contain different types of information. Some of them are lists of persons, others
contain addresses, dates, amounts etc... There is a need to develop a general
named entity extraction system that can be adapted specifically to each section
type.

From the presentation of these examples, we can now introduce the general
architecture of the extraction system that was designed for multilingual financial
information extraction in yearbooks which is depicted on figure 3. Considering
the generic system that we aim to develop, we choose to organise the processing
chain in a sequential manner by first running the OCR and then the extraction
system. Both sources have been processed with Omnipage 5. We observed a very
good OCR quality on the French yearbook while performance on the German
yearbook appear to be slightly lower. In both cases the quality was considered
sufficiently good to carry out the extraction process. No OCR correction was
applied prior to the extraction process.

The OCR produces a set of text blocks which are ordered from top to bottom.
Then a standard but language specific pre-processing stage allows to detect each
textual component as a token. Depending on the layout of the document, section
detection is performed using a rule-based approach by exploiting on a set of
predefined keywords. For example, the keyword CAPITAL (French) or Kapital
(German) identifies the sections that contain essential information about the
company financial status.

Then information extraction is performed on each identified section and using
a specific extraction algorithm. Following the literature review we choose to
develop a machine learning approach for the following reasons. It offers a generic
framework that can be optimised efficiently for every section to deal with. The
approach is language agnostic provided human experts can provide training data.
Tagging conventions of texts (words and numerical sequences) can be defined
with experts (Historians) so that both the historians and the IT specialists arrive
to a better understanding of the real final needs. Notice that there is no unique
approach here for adopting tagging conventions, and we may follow an iterative
process through trials and errors before arriving to the final tag set for a specific
section. More details will be given about tagging conventions in section 4.1.

Once the tagging conventions have been defined the system follows the steps
depicted on figure 3. Human tagging of a training data set is required before
training the system. Depending on the difficulty of the extraction task of the
section considered, the size of the data set has to be adjusted conveniently but

5 https://www.kofax.com/Products/omnipage
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we have no reliable estimate of it. This process may be iterated to get acceptable
results on the test data set. Another strategy to circumvent from the lack of
annotated data is to iterate training and annotation of new examples through
active learning [13]. In this manner we may ask the user to annotate only the
most relevant examples for which the system is less confident. We implemented
an active learning scheme that is presented in section 4.4.

Fig. 3. The flow of processes of the system.

4 Linked Named Entity extraction

As highlighted in section 3, financial yearbooks contain many information organ-
ised in sections. Each section is reporting about specific financial information and
requires a dedicated extraction module. Some sections are simply lists of items
such as lists of persons for which simple rules encoded with regular expressions
may suffice to get the information extracted. Some other sections are much more
difficult to analyse as shown on figure 4 which gives two examples of the section
”Capital” for both French and German yearbooks.

4.1 Tagging conventions

The two sections on figure 4 highlight the typical content of financial yearbooks
whatever the stock exchange and the language used. The section ”Capital” re-
ports the current capital amount of the company, its currency, the number and
amount of shares that build the total capital amount. Moreover, the section
”capital” is also reporting the history of the capital by showing the dates when
the capital changed from the creation date of the company. Each capital change
should occur with the date of change, the new capital value, the currency, the
new number of shares with their amount. As these named entities are reported
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Fig. 4. Information to be extracted from the section Capital for both the French and
German yearbooks with the tagging conventions.

Fig. 5. Tagging the linked named entities, with tag ”Link” in blue.

through a textual description and not placed into a table, a certain variability
was introduced in phrasing the text at the time of publication. In addition, some
information are sometimes partially missing. Figure 4 shows a case where the
same tag set can be used for French and German. Notice that irrelevant words in
the text are labelled with the tag ”Other”, as is the standard convention adopted
for information extraction. One other important aspect is related to how these
various information should be linked together to provide timely coherent n-tuples
of information in a tabular form as follows : date - capital amount - currency
- number of shares - amount of share. Such a 5-tuple is made of linked named
entities and we wish the extraction process to extract not only each individual
entities but also their linking attributes with the other entities they relate to.
In this purpose we have introduced a specific ”Link” tag that serves for tagging
every non informative words within a single n-tuple, so that a n-tuple is any
sequence of tags between two ”Other” tags, see figure 5.

4.2 CRF based model

A Conditional Random Field models (CRF) [5] allows to compute the conditional
probability of a sequence of labels Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yT } given a sequence of input
features X = {x1, x2, . . . , xT } with the following equation :

P (Y |X) =
1

Z0
exp
( T∑
t=1

∑
k

wk × φk(yt−1, yt, x, t)
)

(1)
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where φ(yt−1, yt, x, t) is a feature function that maps the entire input sequence
of features X paired with the entire output sequence of labels Y to some d-
dimensional feature vector. Weight parameters wk are optimised during training.
The normalisation factor Z0 is introduced to make sure that the sum of all
conditional probabilities is equal to 1. Once the optimal weights ŵ are estimated,
the most likely sequence of output labels Ŷ for a given sequence of input features
X is estimated as follows:

Ŷ = argmax
Y

P (Y |X) (2)

CRF have been introduced for Natural Language Processing by considering
binary features. φ(yt−1, yt, x, t) is a binary feature function that is set to 1 when
labels and input tokens match a certain property. In this study, we use a 5 tokens
width sliding window and a set of 33 X 5 template features which produce a total
of thousands of binary features depending on the section considered.

4.3 String embedding (BLSTM-CRF) model

In the literature, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architectures have been in-
troduced so as to learn tokens embeddings. These embeddings are then used in
place of the handcrafted features in a CRF model. Most of the state of the art
NER systems use pre-trained word embeddings with a standard BLSTM-CRF
setup [1, 11, 6, 3]. In addition to pre-trained word embeddings Lample et al. .[6]
have introduced character-level word embeddings so as to circumvent from pos-
sible out of Vocabulary words. Similarly Peter et al. [11] introduced contextual
word embeddings extracted from a multi-layer bidirectional language model of
tokens (biLM). Recently, Akbik et al. [1] have used the internal states of two
LSTM character language models to build contextual word embeddings, namely
contextual string embeddings. Compared to other state of the art systems, this
model is able to provide embeddings to any word and not only the known vocab-
ulary words of the training set. Each language model consists of a single layer
of 2048 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) cells. A language model estimates
the probability P (x0:T ) of a sequence of characters (x0, . . . , xT ⇔ x0:T ) with the
following equation.

P (x0:T ) =

T∏
t=0

P (xt|x0:t−1) (3)

where P (xt|x0:t−1) is the probability of observing a character given its past. A

forward language model (
−−→
LM) computes the conditional probability using the

LSTM hidden states as follows:

P (xt|x0:t−1) ≈
T∏

t=0

P (xt|
−→
ht ; θ) (4)

where
−→
ht represents a view of the LSTM of the past sequence of characters of

character xt while θ represents the model parameters. Similarly, a backward lan-
guage model (

←−−
LM) computes the probability in the reverse direction as follows:

P (xt|xt+1:T ) ≈
T∏

t=0

P (xt|
←−
ht ; θ) (5)
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The word embedding wi of word i that starts at character xb and ends at
character xe in the sentence is obtained by the concatenation of the hidden states
of the forward and the backward LM as follows:

wi =
[←−
h b−1,

−→
h e+1

]
(6)

Notice that the two character language models can be trained on un-annotated
large corpora as they are trained to predict the next/previous character. Then,
following the architecture proposed in [1], we use a hybrid BILSTM/CRF model
for named entity recognition. A word level BLSTM captures word context in the
sentence and its internal state feeds a CRF in place of handcrafted features. The
word BLSTM is fed by the string embedding representation. This BILSTM/CRF
architecture is trained on for each specific Named Entity Recognition task, while
it is fed by the string embedding representation that is pre-trained on a large
corpus of the language choosen. In the following experiments we used pre-trained
string embeddings proposed by the authors for French and German.

4.4 Active learning scheme

Due to the lack of annotated data, we have introduced an active learning scheme.
First, we start by training the extraction model with a few annotated examples.
The trained model is then used to predict the annotation of all the unseen
examples of the test data set. These automatically annotated examples are sorted
according to their labelling score. The examples with a labelling score higher
that 0.9 are used as additional training examples to the first training data set
for a new training iteration. The examples with labelling score less than 0.5 are
considered as bad examples. Thus a small set of those examples are annotated
manually for enhancing the capacity of the extraction model towards this kind
of bad examples.

5 Experiments

We report the evaluation results for the extraction of the linked named entities
on two sections of two yearbooks: the CAPITAL and CONSTITUTION sections
of the French Desfossé 1962, and the Kapital section of the German Handbuch
1914-1915. The French Desfossé 1962 Yearbook consists of 2376 pages, among
which 1544 CAPITAL sections and 1547 CONSTITUTION sections have been
detected. The German Handbuch 1914-1915 yearbook consists of 5174 pages
in which we detected 3971 Kapital sections. Among the detected sections, 181
CAPITAL section, 91 CONSTITUTION section and 195 Kapital sections have
been manually annotated to form the training and test data sets.

CRF-model configuration : We used the crf++ toolkit6 for training the
CRF-based extraction models. We used the default training parameters, the
cut-off threshold for features selection is f = 3, and the C hyper-parameter that
prevents over fitting has been set to C=1.5.

6 https://taku910.github.io/crfpp/
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BLSTM-CRF model configuration : We followed the training scheme
introduced in [1] with a slight modification. In our configuration, we decreased
the number of LSTM units from 256×2 to 64×2; we also set the learning rate
to 0.2 with a mini-batch size of 8.

5.1 Extraction tasks

CAPITAL section named entity extraction : The information to be ex-
tracted from this section are every capital amounts, currencies and change dates.
The tag set was derived from the examples in figure 5.

Kapital section named entity extraction : Kapital section contains the
same set of named entities to be extracted as for the CAPITAL section. In addi-
tion, two new named entities have been considered; Cap-decr and Cap-incr .
These two labels refer to a increase or a decrease of the capital. Table 1 shows the
extraction results on the CAPITAL and Kapital sections and using the CRF and
the BLSTM-CRF extraction models. We observe very good performance on the
CAPITAL section with both the CRF and the BLSTM-CRF model with small
differences. For every entities we obtain precision and recall higher than 95%
while the average F1-score is higher than 96%. We also observe similar excellent
performance on the Kapital section. However, the BLSTM-CRF model performs
better than the CRF model. Both the CRF and the BLSTM models can not deal
with the Capital decrease entity due to lack of example in the training set.

CAPITAL section Kapital section
CRF model BLSTM-CRF model CRF model BLSTM-CRF model

Entity tags Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score

ini-amount 95.97 95.94 95.94 96,78 95,96 96,35 89.81 77.97 83.37 97.15 89.68 93.16
ini-date 100 100 100 98,75 98,75 98,75 100 85.24 91.84 98.75 90.06 92.69
chg-amount 97.32 96.95 97.13 97,05 97,98 97,51 93.28 74.10 82.30 90.37 85.23 87.69
chg-date 97.72 94.55 96 98,04 96,05 97,01 90.20 81.73 85.73 91.64 89.01 90.29
last-amount 96.74 91.22 93.72 87,28 93,56 89,78 96.92 96.38 96.63 99.48 98.46 98.95
currency 97.25 94.12 95.63 96,09 96,46 96,26 96.91 89.79 93.19 97.78 95.85 96.79
link 98.07 95.12 96.54 97,68 95,63 96,63 91.71 84.89 88.07 90.94 90.24 90.49
Cap-decr — — — — — — 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cap-incr — — — — — — 91.26 89.30 90.23 91.48 94.42 92.88

Overall 97.57 95.27 96.39 96,69 96,43 96,55 93.65 85.84 89.55 94.16 92.17 93.13

Table 1. Performance obtained by the CRF and BLSTM models on the CAPITAL
and Kapital sections.

CONSTITUTION section CRF model BLSTM-CRF model

Entity tags Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score

ini-status 91.30 95.45 93.33 94.51 96.59 95.50
ini-startdate 86.43 82.61 84.48 86.33 94.52 90.18
ini-enddate 50 33.25 39.94 59.17 42.92 44.03
ini-period 100 100 100 95.83 100 97.81
chg-status 50 50 50 50 33.33 40
chg-startdate 0 0 0 37.50 25 29
chg-enddate 0 0 0 0 0 0
chg-period 100 66.67 80 100 66.67 80
link 91.11 87.23 89.13 90.54 88.83 89.61

Overall 89.38 81.45 85.23 87.72 85.26 86.42

Table 2. Performance of the CRF and the BLSTM models for extracting the named
entities of the CONSTITUTION section

CONSTITUTION section named entity extraction task From this sec-
tion, we want to extract information about the company legal status, the date
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of creation, the period of activity and expiration date if applicable. We have in-
troduced nine tags for this section, defined as follows: 1) ini-status: initial legal
status of the company once created. 2) ini-startdate : the company creation
date. 3) ini-enddate : the company expiration date. 4) ini-period : the com-
pany activity period. 5) chg-status: the changed legal status of the company.
6) chg-startdate : the start date of the changed legal status of the company. 7)
chg-enddate : the end date of the changed legal status of the company. 9) link :
the linking tag. In table 2, we report the results on the CONSTITUTION section
using the CRF and BLSTM-CRF models. Due to the small size of the training
data set, the results show lower performance compared to those reported on the
the CAPITAL and Kapital sections.

5.2 Entity linking

Once the entities have been extracted, we link them into tuples called chunks.
We consider three different chunks on the CAPTITAL and Kapital sections; 1)
the ini-chunk consists of the ini-date , ini-amount and currency labelled
tokens. 2) the chg-chunk includes the chg-date , chg-amount and currency
labelled tokens. 3) the last-chunk enclose last-amount and currency labelled
tokens. Notice that the date associated with the last-amount entity is the date
of the yearbook (1962), and for this reason we don’t consider extracting this
information.

Linking method Minimal distance link tag

chuncks Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score

ini-chunk 96.80 94.46 95.62 95.21 95.94 95.57
chg-chunk 89.72 87.89 88.80 91.58 91.42 91.50
last-chunk 91.73 90.03 90.87 97.18 91.23 94.11

Overall 90.93 89.08 89.99 92.84 92.01 92.43

Table 3. Chunk extraction performance with the minimal distance entity linking
method and using the link tag learning method

CAPITAL section Kapital section
CRF model BLSTM-CRF model CRF model BLSTM-CRF model

Linking chunks Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score

ini-chunk 95.21 95.94 95.57 94.61 94.78 94.66 80.20 73.84 76.78 87.56 83.43 85.43
chg-chunk 91.58 91.42 91.50 93.96 94.74 94.35 70.18 63.64 66.68 75.66 71.74 73.58
last-chunk 97.18 91.23 94.11 89.98 94.76 92.26 95.82 96.82 96.30 95.42 98.42 98.41

Overall 92.84 92.01 92.43 93.39 94.75 94.06 78.94 73.91 76.31 83.72 80.50 82.05

Table 4. System performance results obtained by the CRF and BLSTM models for
extracting and linking the named entities of the CAPITAL and Kapital sections

CONSTITUTION section CRF model BLSTM-CRF model

Linking chuncks Precision % Recall % F1-score Precision % Recall % F1-score

ini-chunk 72.44 81.23 76.51 74.88 85.57 79.84
chg-chunk 37.50 17.71 22.42 30.38 27.98 28.26

Overall 67.55 65.63 66.47 64.57 71.49 67.79

Table 5. Results obtained by the CRF and the BLSTM-CRF models for extracting
the linked named entities on the CONSTITUTION section

.We experimented two methods for linking the entities into chunks. The mini-
mum distance method regroups entities with their closest neighbour entity. Using
the link tag introduced in section 4, we are able to learn how to link the en-
tities. We then consider a sequence of linked entities, as entities of the same
chunk. The two methods have been evaluated on the CAPITAL section using
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the CRF model, see table 3. The results show better performance when using
the learned tag link . We analyse the performance of the Linked Named Entities
on the CAPITAL and Kapital sections given on table 4. The results show very
good performance for extracting and linking the named entities of the CAPI-
TAL section ≥ 90%, with the best results obtained by the BLSTM-CRF model.
Performance on the German Kapital section is 10 points lower those for the
French CAPITAL section. This may come from the effect of introducing two
more tags ( Cap-incr and Cap-decr) but this may also come from the lower reg-
ularity of the German style of writing, compared to the French yearbook. We
consider two different chunks on the CONSTITUTION section. The ini-chunk
is a group of the ini-status, ini-startdate , ini-enddate and ini-period la-
bels. The chg-chunk consists of the chg-status, chg-startdate , chg-enddate
and chg-period labels. The low performance in extracting the named entities
on the CONSTITUTION section also affect the linking task as illustrated in
table 5

5.3 Active learning

To show the effectiveness of the active learning scheme, we conducted three
experiments on the CAPITAL section of the French Defossee 1926 Yearbook.
During these experiments, we used 200 manually annotated examples for evalu-
ating the performance of the trained models.

Size of training data set Precision Recall F1-score Nb of gen. examples (score≥ 90%)

M10 92.74 60.04 72.89 118

M20 93.81 83.28 88.23 170

M30 93.14 84.36 88.53 216

M40 94.97 90.67 92.77 248

M50 95.51 90.74 93.06 258

Table 6. Performance with manually annotated examples with respect to the size of
the training data set

Size of training data set Precision Recall F1-score Nb of gen. examples (score≥ 90% )

M10 92.74 60.04 72.89 118

M10+A118 91.97 58.55 71.55 188

M10+A188 93.42 56.51 70.42 332

M10+A332 94.64 54.23 68.95 406

M10+406 94.6 50.04 65.45 438

Table 7. Performance with 10 annotated examples in addition to automatically gen-
erated examples whose labelling score ≥ 90%

Size of training data set Precision Recall F1-score Nb. of gen. examples (score ≥ 90%)

M10 92.74 60.04 72.89 118

M10+A118+C10 93.66 87.24 90.34 216

M20+A216+C10 93.04 92.95 92.99 300

M10+A300+C10 93.99 94.53 94.26 382

M10+A382+C10 94.36 95.15 94.76 476

Table 8. System performance when training the extraction model on 10 manually
annotated examples augmented by the generated examples whose labelling score ≥ 90%
in addition to 10 corrected examples

The first experiment shows the effect of increasing the size of the training data
set on the performance. Training process starts with ten manually annotated
examples (M10), then by adding 10 more examples at each iteration we observe
an improvement of the extraction performance in term of precision, recall and
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F1-score form 92.74, 60.04, 72.89 to 95.51, 90.74, 93.06 as illustrated in table 6.
At the same time, we applied the trained models on the whole set of unlabelled
examples found in the yearbook.

In the second experiment, we studied the effect of increasing the training
data set with the examples labelled by the model it-self whose labelling score
is higher than 0.9. At the beginning of the training process, we used only ten
manually annotated examples for training the initial CRF model. Then, we apply
the initial model on the whole set of unlabelled examples to obtain their labels
with their labelling scores. For the next training iteration, the training data set
consists of the ten manually annotated examples (M10) plus 118 automatically
labelled examples that have received a labelling score ≥ 0.9. Repeating this
process five times we can get 418 automatically annotated training examples.
We observe a precision increase from 92.74% up to 95.51% but the overall recall
and F1-score degraded at every training iteration, as illustrated in table 7.

From the second experiment, we can say that the model learns better the
same examples by specialising to almost similar examples. To tackle this prob-
lem, the training data set must contain more heterogeneous examples. We in-
troduced this notion in the third experiment during which we not only inject
labelled data with high scores but also some poorly labelled examples with a
labelling score < 0.5 (C10) which are manually corrected and then introduced
in a new training data set for the next training iteration. After five active learn-
ing iterations, we observe a quick increase of recall and F1-score with a slight
degradation of precision (see table 8.). In comparison with the results obtained
from the first experiment, we observe that with only 30 automatically selected
and manually annotated examples and three training iterations, the performance
(precision: 93.04; recall: 92.95; F1-score: 92.99) reach the performance obtained
during the first experiment (precision: 95.51; recall: 90.74; F1-score: 93.06) for
which we used 50 training examples and five training iterations.

6 Conclusion

Financial yearbooks are historical records reporting on information about the
companies of stock exchanges, including their name, date of creation, financial
status, governing board members, headquarters and branches addresses, finan-
cial information such as capital amount, date and amount of capital increase,
balance sheet of the year including assets and liabilities, etc... In this paper
we have presented the key components that implement a financial information
extraction system from financial yearbooks. The proposed system consists in
three steps: OCR, linked named entities extraction, active learning. The core of
the system is related to linked named entities extraction (LNE) with CRF and
BLSTM-CRF. The experiments have been conducted on two yearbooks with
two languages (French and German). Very promising results have been obtained
on three different extraction tasks on three different sections showing very good
performance with state of the art named entity extraction models that are spe-
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cialised to each entities with a limited amount of annotated data through the
introduction of active learning.
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